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Hi guys, welcome to VENTS! How have you been?

Hello & thank you Vents magazine for having us. Big
love to all the readers, hoping everyone is safe out
there.

Can you talk to us more about your latest single
“No Xplanation”?

No Xplanation is a track that was in the making for a
couple of years. The initial track was supposed to be
more of a Pop song aimed for the contemporary hit
market. After producing a few versions, we were not
satisfied with the outcome, so we put the song in the
vault and went back to it about a year later with a new
approach; more house less pop. It all came together
in a couple of studio sessions and we knew we had
something good. To add a new flavour to the track, we
asked the legendary producer, StoneBridge, if he
would add his touch and so he did. That’s how the EP
came together.

Did any event in particular inspire you to write
this song?

The inspiration was from all the love, experience and
events surrounding years of club music production
and performance by MC Mario & Hoss. We kept it
simple and tried to give it that old-school House Music love with the classic
House synth & drum sounds as well as a fresh flavour to bring it all together.

Any plans to release any sort of video for the track?

The video is on our mind but not planned. 2020 and its social distancing have
slowed down the video production for most artists and we have fallen victim to
these circumstances as well. For sure, the video is something that we are looking
forward to doing.

How was the recording and writing process?

The recording of the vocals was done a couple of years prior to the actual final
production. We manipulated the original vocals quite a bit. The hook of the song
initially was part of the verse and so we tried to create something magically
different. Once we had the vocal hook, things were pretty straight forward after
that. We approached this with an easy formula; keep it simple & pumping all the
way! We kept all the element raw and simple; baseline, drums and good vocals.
The sax in the song was experimental but we decided to keep it as the lead
melody.

What role does Canada play in your music?

Canada is one of the biggest international music exports. We have a great fan
base in Canada and the awesome fans here who appreciate good music.
Canadian listeners are quite versatile music lovers. Most people here enjoy a
good variety of music from Rock to House to Hip Hop. Versatile music lovers,
however, are intelligent music listeners which means they always look for quality
music. This makes us work harder as producers in order to deliver that
demanded quality music 

🙂

With your music getting so much momentum – do you feel any pressure
when putting a new material or rather the opposite?

We have matured into this career exploring all sides of the business. We make
music first and foremost because we love it and never try to be intimidated by it.
Mind you, we have to be sharp,  alert and on point with how technology and
market changes from year to year or even month to month. So for this, we always
try to deliver something that is in demand by today’s listeners and the market. 

Does the new single mean we can expect a new material – how’s that
coming along?

Absolutely! We have a few songs cooking in the oven; a couple of originals and a
couple of remixes. But again due to uncontrolled circumstances of the global
pandemic crisis we are moving at a slow pace until things get better. 

What else is happening next in MC Mario & Hoss’ world?

MC Mario is running his globally syndicated show which recently is airing in
Australia and Israel as well. He also hosts his weekly show on Virgin radio here in
Montreal, Canada.

Hoss keeps busy with his label, Funktasy, and hosts his weekly live streaming
show Hoss in The House.

There will be plenty of releases MC Mario & Hoss in 2021. We are also releasing
music individually as well; watch out for those heavy baselines and the 909s. 

Once we are over this pandemic we will resume gigging as we are looking
forward to performing live again.

HossMusic.com

McMario.com

Head Honcho, Editor in Chief and writer here on VENTS. I don't like walking on the beach, but I
love playing the guitar and geeking out about music. I am also a movie maniac and 6 hours
sleeper.
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